National Scholarships

These are scholarships available for undergraduate and graduate students. If you are a motivated student, interested in expanding your academic experience, and ready for a new challenge, this is for you!

Students wishing to apply for these scholarships should contact the Honors Program Student Advisement Center for information and to make an appointment.

Phone: 801.422.5497
Email: honors@byu.edu

Scholarships listed by order of deadlines.

Truman Scholarship

Focus:

- The Truman has a strong focus on public service, leadership experience, and GPA. And it seeks to award students who want to be “change agents” in their careers
- For which all majors, graduate students, US and abroad
- [https://www.truman.gov](https://www.truman.gov)

Eligibility:

- U.S. citizen and U.S. nationals
- Junior in college at the time of application
- Students who wish to attend professional or graduate school to prepare for careers in government or the nonprofit

Award:

- $30,000 one-time award to be used toward graduate school
- Recognition of outstanding potential as a leader in public service
- Affirmation of values and ideals
- Enhanced access to highly competitive graduate institutions
- Access to Scholar programs such as Truman Scholars Leadership week, the Summer Institute and Various Truman Fellows Programs
- Membership in a community of persons devoted to helping others and to improving the world

Application Timeline:

- BYU deadline is December 14th, 2017
- Applications submitted by February 6th by 11:59 pm Mountain Time

Fulbright U.S. Student Program (English Teaching Assistantship)

Focus:
• Assist with teaching English and U.S. culture in schools outside of the U.S.
• Cultural immersion
• One academic year
• https://us.fulbrightonline.org/applicants/application-components/eta

Eligibility:
• U.S. citizen
• Undergraduates in final year (must have earned bachelor’s degree by beginning of grant period) and Graduate Students (cannot have earned PhD yet when applying)
• Depending on location, proficient in local language

Award:
• Roundtrip airfare
• Monthly living stipend (may extend to dependents in specific locations)
• Health insurance coverage
• Other benefits dependent on location

Application Timeline:
• Prepare application May – September
• Campus Deadline is in
• Applications submitted by October

Fulbright U.S. Student Program (Study and Research Awards)

Focus:
• Undergraduate and graduate academic experience in countries around the world
• Complete and academic project abroad which can be research as part of a graduate degree in the U.S. or a project of personal interest to a recent graduate that might be preparatory work to apply to a graduate program
• Collaborate with peers and a faculty advisor at a university abroad
• https://us.fulbrightonline.org/applicants/application-components/eta

Eligibility:
• U.S. citizen
• Undergraduates in final year (must have earned bachelor’s degree by beginning of grant period) and Graduate Students (cannot have earned PhD yet when applying)
• Depending on location, proficient in local language

Award:
• Roundtrip airfare
• Monthly living stipend (may extend to dependents in specific locations)
• Health insurance coverage
• Other benefits dependent on location
Application Timeline:
- Prepare application May – September
- Campus Deadline is in
- Applications submitted by October

**Rhodes Scholarship**

Focus:
- For graduate study at the University of Oxford
- For students with high scholarly achievement, passion for sport, clear evidence of the ability to lead, and can demonstrate how they plan to make an impact in this world
- Students must complete their bachelor’s degree prior to starting a graduate program at Oxford.
- [http://www.rhodescholar.org](http://www.rhodescholar.org)

Eligibility:
- BYU endorsement required
- At least 18 but under 24 years of age prior to Oct 1 deadline
- Open to all majors

Award:
- $100,000 (2 Years of graduate study at Oxford, housing and stipend)

Application Timeline:
- Begin Endorsement process early January
- Pre-endorsement interviews, early April
- Endorsement Interviews, end of August
- Applications submitted by Oct 1

**Marshall Scholarship**

Focus:
- For graduate study at any university in the UK
- Strong Academics, extensive leadership in field of study, ability to problem solve and translate field of study to the UK
- Student must present a strong case for why studying a particular graduate program in the UK is important to their long-term goals and how the experience will improve upon the US-UK relationship in their chosen field of study
- Open to all majors
- [http://www.marshallscholarship.org](http://www.marshallscholarship.org)

Eligibility:
- Brigham Young University Endorsement required
• U.S. citizen  
• Minimum GPA 3.7  
• Can apply last year of undergraduate or up to 3 year after the completion of first bachelor’s degree

Award:

• $100,000 (2 years of graduate study in the UK, with possibility to extend to 3 years total)

Application Timeline:

• The application for 2018 is now closed. The 2019 Application will be available in late spring 2018